
Gorillaz book. Read 69 reviews from the world's largest community for readers. I tell you what, right, I can guarantee you're going to get some real ju...Â Gorillaz took the world by storm right at the beginning of the new millennium with their "Clint Eastwood" music video. Little Gorilla starts out little, but he doesn't stay that way for long. Small children will love watching this tiny baby grow, and grow, and grow. Add to Cart.Â Sometimes the simplest books are the best, and this new addition to the gorilla oeuvre uses only two words â€” "look" and "out" â€” to explore the friendship between a television-loving boy and an attention-seeking primate. You'll love the bright pictures and amusing antics of this exuberant gorilla. Add to Cart. This book includes the entire collection of Gorillaz artwork up to Demon Days, (so no Plastic Beach artwork), plus extra artwork created exclusively for the book.Â Amazing visuals, hilarious narrative, thorough disclosure of fictitious Gorillaz characters and their (real) music...all included. Albarn's and Hewlett's collaborative art is literally speaking for itself here. On a tangent, I just wish that their audio book version was completed to compliment the physical book. Gorilla - Celebrate thirty years of a classic picture book by one of today's most celebrated author-illustrators! A special anniversary edition. Hannah loves gorillas and longs to see a real one.Â Anthony Browne's classic story of a girl's moonlit night of adventure, courtesy of a surprising and kindly friend, returns in a larger trim size with striking cover art by the artist for the book's thirtieth anniversary. Add to list. One Gorilla: A Counting Book. Written & illustrated by Atsuko Morozumi. picture book.